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Homework matters

The completion of meaningful homework is vital to the success of our students. It isn’t the just the work completed in lessons that will

determine the success of our students. They need to spend time independently honing the knowledge and skills required for success.

The benefits of learning to study independently stretch beyond just academic success. The research into homework and how students

learn effectively shows that short frequent knowledge-learning tasks, with an emphasis on self-quizzing will yield the greatest success for

our students. In this booklet you will find descriptions of techniques and the resources needed to successfully build a solid base of

background knowledge. Completing this vital preparatory work at home allows more time in lesson to be spend applying knowledge and

in creative learning activities.

How to use this booklet

• This booklet contains pages for each subject. You should use these pages to support you in completing your homework.

• Each piece of homework should only take 30 minutes. You should set aside some of this time to check, mark and correct your

work.

• All work is to be done in your blue homework book.

• The learning from the homework tasks will be checked through quizzing in lessons.

• On the following pages there is some guidance on how to complete some the activities that your teachers might set for you.

Presentation

• The work that you do in your homework book must be completed in blue or black ink

• Drawings should be done in pencil.

• Each piece of work must have a date and a title.

• The date and title must be underlined using a ruler.

• You should draw a ruled lined across the page at the end of each piece of work.

• When you use a resource eg a revision clock, this must be stuck in.



Red pen, black pen.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and try to

remember it.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you can

remember in your prep book in blue or black pen.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that

you had forgotten in red pen.

Repeat with a different section of the knowledge

organiser.

Questions and answers.

Use your knowledge organiser to write a list of

questions in your prep book.

Cover your knowledge organiser and write the answers

in your prep book.

Check your answers and correct any that you got wrong

with a red pen.

Revision clocks.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and try to

remember it.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you can

remember in the first section of your revision clock.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that

you had forgotten.

Repeat with a different section of the knowledge

organiser.

Completing a whole clock is likely to take more than 1

homework session.



Text to pictures.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and draw

pictures/diagrams to help you to remember what you

are reading, on a piece of paper.

Cover the knowledge organiser and, using only your

diagrams as prompts, write what you can remember in

your prep book.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that

you had forgotten.

Languages practice.

For French and Spanish you should use your knowledge

organisers to write sentences using key vocabulary.

Use the sentence structures and vocabulary lists

provided.

Practice the sentences with a family member or a friend.

A5 revision cards.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and

try to remember it.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you

can remember into a section of the diagram.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything

that you had forgotten.
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Abstract Art
This is the Art Movement we 
will be studying this term in 
Art. 
Artist Questions (Use Art 
terms and always write in full 
sentences)-
What is successful about the 
work?
How is colour used?
Use of the formal elements?

Top Tips for Grid 
Drawing:
• Ensure the grid has 

light lines
• Label the boxes
• Ensure lines are 

straight and even-
use a ruler.

• Close Observation. 
Keep looking. 
Comparing and 
measuring where 
lines are placed. 

Use mathematical 
skill

The different 
lines, 
patterns and 
textures used 
in a piece of 
Art. Many Art 
materials can 
be used to 
produce this.

This is a colour wheel. It shows you how colours are mixed and how they relate 
to each other. The first  circular diagram was designed by Sir Isaac Newton in 
1666.

‘I found I could say things 
with colour and shapes that I 
couldn’t say any other way-
things I had no words for’-
Georgia O’Keeffe

Primary colours (first)- red, yellow and blue are primary colours. They 
cannot be mixed from any other colours.
Secondary colours (second)- Orange, green and purple are the 
secondary colours. They are made by mixing together 2 primary 
colours in equal amounts.
Red + Yellow = Orange
Blue + Red = Purple
Yellow + Blue = Green
Tertiary colours (third)- Tertiary colours are made by mixing together 
a primary colour and a secondary colour.
Red (primary) + Purple (secondary) = Red/Purple Magenta (Tertiary) 
Blue (primary) + Green (secondary) = Blue/Green Cyan/ Turquoise 
(Tertiary) 

Yellow (primary) + Orange (secondary) = Yellow/Orange Amber 
(Tertiary)



Art
PAINTING TOP 
TIPS
- Add water to the 
paint to create a 
smooth and even 
consistency.
- Roll your brush 
on the side of the 
palette to create a 
fine edge
- When you want 
a neat edge fan 
out the brush on 
the paper to 
create a smooth 
line and its even.
- Only use a pea 
size amount of 
paint- less is more

These greys are more interesting 
than using black and white.
Analgous (Harmonious) colours 
are any three colours which are 
side by side on the colour wheel 
such as yellow, amber and orange. 
Warm and cool colours:
Warn colours such as red, yellow 
and orange evoke warmth and 
happiness. They advance space 
towards the eye. 
Coll colours such as blue, green 
and purple evoke a cool feeling. 
They recede away from the eye.
Black and white are not included 
on the artists colour wheel as they 
are thought of as ‘tones’ or ‘tints’ 
and shades.

Complementary Colours are 
colours which are directly 
opposite each other on the 
colour wheel such as 
Red and Green, Blue and 
Orange. These ‘opposite’ 
colours create the biggest 
contrast. If you mix two 
complementary colours 
together and add white, it 
makes grey.

HOMEWORK SUPPORT:
Image- Think carefully about the composition 
(layout). Full and interesting.

Drawing- Use the grid system, plotting lines and 
shapes for accuracy.  Use pencil and add tone and 
details to show real forms and textures.



Design and Technology
PLEASE ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR YOUR CURRENT ROTATIONPlastics

Woods

Manufactured Boards

• Self finishing. No need to 
sand/paint/varnish.

• Can be made into complex shapes due to 
wide range of moulding/forming 
processes.

• Readily available
• Large environmental impact
• Not biodegradable

Thermoplastic – Plastic that can be heated 
and re-moulded.
Easy to recycle.

Thermosetting Plastic – Plastic that can be 
heated to mould, but not reheated.
Can’t be recycled.

Hardwood – usually obtained from deciduous
trees, which lose their leaves in autumn.

• usually grow in warmer more humid 
climates, mainly in South America and 
Asia

• grow slowly (80+ years)

• are more difficult to sustain than 
softwoods

• are more expensive than softwoods

• are strong and hardwearing.

Forest Stewardship Council works to improve forest management 
worldwide.

The FSC trademarks provide a guarantee to consumers that the products 
they buy come from responsible sources.

Softwood – usually obtained from coniferous trees, 
which keep their leaves in winter.

• usually grow in colder climates and are mainly 
grown in Scandinavia and Northern Europe

• grow thin, needle-like leaves

• grow relatively quickly (30 years)

• are easier to sustain than hardwood trees

• are easy to cut and shape 

• are usually cheaper than hardwoods.

Made from the waste sections of  felled trees 
– the parts which are of little use as planks. 
The wood is reduced to pulp, particles or thin 
strips and bonded together using special 
adhesives or resins.

• come in sheet form (usually 1.2 x 2.4m)
• are extremely stable and of uniform 

thickness
• are less expensive than laminating 

planks of timber
• can be covered with veneers
• are available in a variety of thicknesses 

(3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 22mm etc).

Non-Renewable Resources

Raw materials that come from non-renewable 
(finite) resources that are in limited supply. 
Examples of these include oil, ores and minerals. 
They are natural materials but they will 
eventually run out. 

Renewable Resources

Renewable means we can create more as long as 
they are regrown or replaced. 
Examples include timber (wood/card/paper) or 
cotton etc. Timber that carries the FSC logo is 
renewable as it is replanted.  

Sustainability

The products we manufacture are consuming the Earths resources at an alarming rate. 

Sustainability refers to products that have been designed and made to have a lesser impact on the 
environment. Responsible designers and companies modify design ideas to ensure that sustainability issues 
are taken into account when choosing materials, processes and finishes. 

Materials fall into two categories: 



Design and Technology
PLEASE ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR YOUR CURRENT ROTATION

Technology Push
Woods Joints

Market Pull

Electronics
Circuits consist of:-

Inputs – Switches and types of sensors that can 
detect.

Process- usually a micro processer or micro chip this 
component can think and make  decisions.

Output- Something that does something usually a 
buzzer, light or motor.

Lever

A lever changes an input movement 
and force into an output movement 
and force. 
The load is the object to be moved.
The effort is the force applied to 
move the load.

A lever moves around a fixed point 
called a pivot or fulcrum.

Designers /design movements– Research 
some of these designers and movements

Design Movements:-
• Art Nouveau
• Art Deco
• Memphis
• Bauhaus

Designers:-
• James Dyson
• William Morris
• Alec Issigonis
• Ettore Sottsass
• Marcel Breuer Further information can be found on www.technologystudent.com

Cams and Followers

A cam mechanism has 
three parts – a cam, a slide
and a follower.

When the cam rotates, the 
follower moves up and 
down in a reciprocating 
motion.

Is when a company use research 
and development to find new 
technologies. This is then applied 
to a new innovative product. An 
example is Bluetooth, Companies 
now find ways to include this in 
other products. E.g. Bluetooth 
speakers, Bluetooth cars etc.

This is when market demand 
drives the need for new products 
eg. Teenagers kept dropping 
mobiles and smashing the screens 
so pop sockets were invented.

Butt Joint Dowell Joint Lap Joint Mitre Joint

http://www.technologystudent.com/


Design and Technology
PLEASE ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR YOUR CURRENT ROTATION

Fibres

Making fabrics

Natural fibres

Tiny ‘hairs’ that are spun into yarns – the threads 
that are woven or knitted into fabrics. 

• Fibres come in lengths – short = staple fibres 
and long = fi laments.

• Yarns made from filaments are smooth
• Yarns made from staple fibres tend to be 

‘hairier’.
• Yarns are available in different thicknesses:

- 1-ply = single yarn
- 2-ply = two yarns twisted together
- 3-ply = three yarns twisted together

Woven  – interlacing two sets of 
yarns. 

Knitted – interlocking one or 
more yarns together using loops.

Bonded – non –woven ‘webs’ 
made of synthetic fibres glued or 
melted together. 

Fibres obtained from natural sources (plants and 
animals). Harvested and processed before being 
spun into yarn.
• Come from renewable sources (always 

produce more)
• Sustainable. 
• Biodegradable
• Often recyclable. 
• Absorbent and strong when dry
• Poor resistance to biological damage e.g. 

moths and mould. 

Wool:
• From a sheep’s fleece – sheared, cleaned, 

washed (scoured) and combed (carding).
LINEN:
• From the stalk of a flax plant – remove the 

seeds, loosen the bark (retting), remove the 
bark (scutching), carding.

COTTON:
• From the seed pods of the cotton plant –

treated with chemicals, cleaned, seeds 
removed, carding.

SILK:
• From the cocoon made by silk worms – soften 

the gum by soaking in warm water, the 
fi lament is then unwound (reeling).

Fabric finishes
Flame retardance – fabrics are less l ikely to catch fire.
Water resistance – chemicals applied to the surface to stop water droplets passing through.
Stain resistance – mixture of si l icone and fluorine or a Teflon coating to stop grease and dirt penetrating.
Crease resistance – chemicals and resins can make fabric feel stiffer. 
Shrink resistance – scales (on wool fibre) can be permanently removed with chlorine to smooth the surface

FIBRE PROPERTIES USES
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Wool Good: warm and absorbent 
Bad: can shrink when washed and dries slowly

Woven in Jumpers and 
dresses

Linen Good: strong and hard-wearing
Bad: creases and high flammability

Woven in trousers and 
summer suits

Cotton Good: absorbent and comfortable
Bad: creases and high-flammability 

Woven in T-shirts and 
socks

Silk Good: strong and smooth
Bad: doesn’t wash well and weak when wet.

Woven in ties and shirts
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Polyester Good: cheap and resists creasing
Bad: not absorbent 

Knitted in sportswear
Woven in bedsheets

Nylon Good: strong and hard wearing
Bad: damaged by sunlight and not absorbent

Knitted in sportswear 
and clothing

Acrylic Good: elastic and warm
Bad: not very absorbent and high flammability

Knitted in jumpers

Elastane
(LYCRA)

Good: l ightweight and extremely elastic
Bad: not absorbent and high flammability

Mixed with other yarns 
to give stretch

Synthetic fibres
Man-made fibres made from polymers that come mainly 
from coal or oil.
POLYESTER, LYCRA, ACRYLIC (coal):
• Crude oil is heated to separate the chemicals, some 

of the chemicals are made into polymers, polymers 
are melted to form a liquid, it’s then cooled to form 
long fi laments that are turned into yarn.

NYLON (oil):
• Coal is heated in a container to make a sludge called 

coal tar, the chemicals are turned into monomers 
which are used to form filaments and turned to yarn.



Design and Technology – Food 
PLEASE ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR YOUR CURRENT ROTATION

Food Storage

Top Shelf -
It is best for pre-prepared foods such as 
yogurt, cheese and sauces. Store cooked 
meat and leftovers in sealed containers 
on the shelves underneath. 

Bottom shelf - Keep raw meat, fish and poultry in its sealed 
packaging, or place it in sealed containers 
and store on the bottom shelf. 

Door racks - The door racks are a good place for eggs, 
condiments, jam and fruit juice. 

Temperatures to store food and cook food
• 0-5 degrees- fridge temperature 
• -18 degrees freezer temperature 
• Food is said to be cooked and bacteria killed at 75 degrees for 2 minuets 

The Eatwell Guide

Seasonality of food refers to the times of year 
when a given type food is at its peak, either in 
terms of harvest or its flavour. This is usually 

the time when the item is the cheapest and 
the freshest on the market. The food's peak 
time in terms of harvest usually coincides 

with when its flavour is at its best. 

Seasonality in food

Carbohydrates- They need to be wholemeal and starchy so 
they are slowly realised to give us energy.  
Proteins- This is needed for growth and repair you should 
have at least 2 portions of fish a week and eat less 
processed proteins. 
Dairy and alternatives- This helps with strong bones and 
teeth. Fats help protect your vital organs. You need to 
choose low fat products 
Fruit and vegetables- 5 portions of fruit and veg should be 
eaten each day. This helps get all your vital vitamins. 
Oil and spreads- Choose unsaturated options and ensure 
only small amounts are eaten. 

The classification of 
vegetables

Fruits

Flowers

Stems and 
shoots

Tubers Roots

Leaves

Seeds

The Kitchen Brigade
Brigade de cuisine (French: kitchen brigade) is a system of hierarchy 
found in restaurants and hotels employing staff, commonly referred to 
as “kitchen staff”. Roles include sous-chef, commis chef, saucier, 
pâtissier, entrementier, rotisseur and poissonier. 

Further information on these topics can be found at
www.foodafactoflife.org.uk www.eatseasonably.co.uk

http://www.foodafactoflife.org.uk/
http://www.eatseasonably.co.uk/
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FRENCH 

h= silent

'é'= 'ay

'oi'= 'wah'

'en'='on'

'Ch'= 'sh'

'Ll'='y'

'Qu'='k'

Consonants at 
the end of 
words are 
usually silent

Phonics

'au'= 'oh'

'ez'= 'eh

Examples ExamplesKey vowel sounds
Key consonant sounds

L'eau= Water

Un bébé
A baby

Le nez= Nose

Un poisson=
A fish

Le serpent= Snake

Le chat= Cat

La question= 
Question

Juillet= july



FRENCH 

Practise your phonics using this grid

Record yourself to see whether you sound the same as the teacher. You can access you 
teacher pronouncing those words via your Teams' group.



Business and IT

Passwords:

1. Which side of a letter does the 
address of the sender align to? 
Right

2. True or False – the date comes 
underneath the recipient's 
address? False can be on either 
side

3. True or False – The recipients 
address should be aligned on the 
same side of the sender's address?
False

4. Greeting – even if you do not 
know the person you are writing 
to, you should always put Dear 
…......, Sir/Madam

5. What other greeting could you use 
instead of Dear …...., in a 
professional letter? To whom it 
may concern,

6. True or false – Each new paragraph 
starts with a capital letter? True

7. True or false – when signing off a 
professional letter, the term 
'regards' is acceptable before 
adding your name? False

8. What goes in the 4-line space 
between signing off and your 
name (traditionally).Signature

Letter conventions:

Checking Internet sources:

Internet safety:



Geography

This is your short answer test on our first topic ‘What is Geography?’. Your teacher will tell you the exact date of the 
test, remember that you are expected to prepare thoroughly. You must get 70% to pass, but most students get 95-
100% if they work hard. This is NOT a test of ability but of hard work. You should revise a bit each week on the 
questions you have studied in lessons.

1. What are the different types of Geography? Human, Physical, Environmental and Skills

2. Give some examples of Physical Geography. EG- earthquakes, volcanoes, waterfalls, mountains, glaciers

3. Give some examples of Human Geography. EG- population, migration, settlements

4. Give some examples of environmental Geography. EG- Deforestation, pollution, climate change

5. Give some examples of skills in Geography. EG map reading, graph interpretation, fieldwork.

6. How many continents are there? 7 (Africa, Asia, Europe South America, North America, Oceania and 
Antarctica)

7. How many oceans are there? 5 (Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Southern, Arctic)

8. What is the largest Hot desert? Sahara

9. Which continent is the Amazon rainforest in? South America

10. What is the longest river in the world and which continent is it in? Nile in Africa

11. Which river has the largest discharge (amount of water flowing through it) in the world and which continent is 
it in?  Amazon in South America.

12. What is the tallest Mountain range in the World and which continent is it in? Himalayas in Asia

13. Which highland area is known as the ‘backbone of England’? Pennines 

14. What are the tallest mountains in Scotland Wales and England respectively? Ben Nevis in Scotland, Snowdon 
in Wales and Scafell Pike in England.

15. What is the longest river in the UK? Severn



History

Prepare for your end of unit short answer knowledge test on crime and punishment 

At the end of each unit/topic in History you will have to complete a knowledge test. Your teacher will tell you exactly when.
This forms part of your end of unit assessment. This is a test of hard work and not ability and you need to prepare for this 
throughout the half term. You can write questions/answers in your homework book, make flashcards, play games to do with 
this on Quizlet (https://quizlet.com/_8il885?x=1jqt&i=id97j) or get friends/family to test you. Remember you have to get 
70% to pass but you should aim for 100%. 

1. Name 2 punishments that were commonly used in Roman Britain? (2) Beatings, lashings, exile, fines 
and death.

2. When you committed a crime in the 5th century, who did the Anglo-Saxons believe decided whether 
you were innocent or guilty when you had committed a crime? God

3. Name two Trial of Ordeals used by the Anglo-Saxons? (2) Ordeal by Cold Water, Ordeal by Hot Water 
or Ordeal by Hot Metal.

4. How did the punishment of crime change during the Norman period? (2) Fines collected went to the 
king rather than the victim and more crimes were punishable by death

5. If someone committed a crime during the Medieval period where could they find safety? In 
churches

6. What year did Henry VIII make witchcraft a crime that was punishable by death? 1542
7. Name 3 things that showed that a woman was considered a witch? (3) Owed a cat, had a witch-

mark, they did not feel pain, they floated in water, they weighed less than a Bible.
8. What was the name of the first prison? Newgate Prison
9. In the 16th century, what were prisons used for? Holding a prisoner before trial or punishment.
10. In the 17th century how many crimes were punishable with the Death Penalty? 50
11. Name 3 crimes that were punishable by the death penalty in the 17 th century? (3) Murder, arson, 

stealing horses and pick-pocketing
12. What country were prisoners transported to instead of prison? Australia
13. Who founded the first police force? Robert Peel
14. Name 2 problems that the early police officers faced? (2) Police officers weren’t trained, people 

hated the police, had limited techniques to catch criminals.
15. What developments were made in the 1850s to improve the police? (3) Police officers were now 

trained, crime records were created, better communication and fingerprint technology introduced.

Optional extra research
This term we’re going to be 
looking at crime and 
punishment over time and will 
be studying the Romans, 
Anglo-Saxons, Normans, the 
medieval period and the Tudor 
period. If you want to know 
more about these time periods 
generally, you could find some 
information on BBC Bitesize 
and share it in lessons – you 
might even get the Historian of 
the Week prize!



Maths

Class
Due Monday 
13th

September

Due Monday  
20th September

Due Monday  27th

September
Due Monday 4th

October
Due Monday  
11th October

Higher 

Pythagoras 
project

23 -
Multiplication & 
division 
(worded 
problems)

21 - Long 
multiplication

99 - Square 
numbers

101 - Square & 
cube roots

Intermediate

8 - Associative 
law

12 - Distributive 
law of 
multiplication

23 -
Multiplication & 
division (worded 
problems)

21 - Long 
multiplication

Foundation

3 - Related 
addition and 
subtraction
facts

6 - Related 
multiplication and 
division facts

7 - Commutative 
law

14 - Compare
positive integers

All Maths homework will be set on Hegarty Maths (bar the Pythagoras project).
The minimum expectation is that:
1. Students complete the set quiz showing all their working.
2. Students achieve at least 70% on each homework. Each quiz has a video to support the 

students.
We have deliberately chosen topic which students should be able to access to settle them into the 
first half term. 



Maths



Music



PE



PRE

Empathy: The ability to understand and share 
the feelings of another.
Cooperation: The action or process of 
working together to the same end.
Symbol: A mark or character used as a representation 
of an object, function, or process.
Rite of passage: A ritual or ceremony marking an 
event in a person's life to show a transition from 
one stage to another.
Commitment: The state or quality of being dedicated 
to a cause.
Law: The system of rules which a particular country 
recognises as regulating the actions of its members.
Rules: A set of understood principles governing 
conduct within an area.
Suffering: The state of undergoing pain, distress, 
or hardship.
Festival: A day or period of celebration for a group, 
typically for religious reasons.
Tradition: Customs or beliefs that are passed 
from generation to generation. It is usually something 
that has been done for a long time and passed over 
many years. Often these are non-religious.

1. What is cooperation? The process of working 
together for a set goal. 

2. Why are symbols used? To represent something so 
that it will be remembered.

3. What is the symbol for Christianity? A cross.
4. What is the Jewish symbol called? The Star of 

David.
5. What do the 8 spokes on the Buddhist symbol 

represent? The eight teachings of Buddha.
6. What is a manifesto? A piece of writing/speech to 

tell people what they promise to do.
7. What is a rite of passage? A ritual marking an event 

in a person's life to show a transition from 
one stage to another.

8. What do Muslim father’s say to their baby when 
they are first born? The Shahadah.

9. What is the Sikh commitment ceremony called? 
The Amrit Ceremony.

10. What is the Jewish commitment ceremony called? 
A Bar/Bat Mitzvah.

11. What are the Christian laws called? The Ten 
Commandments.

12. What is the Hindu festival of lights called? Diwali.
13. What does Wesak celebrate? The Buddha’s 

birthday.
14. What does Vaisakhi commemorate? The beginning 

of the Khalsa.
15. What is the name of the festival the remembers 

Passover? Pesach.



Science - Chemistry
1. What are materials made of? Particles

2. What is a substance? Made of one type of material 

3. What are properties? A description of how substances behave 
and how the particles are arranged.

4. Name the 3 states of matter. Solid, liquid, gas.

5. What is different about the 3 states of matter? The particles 
move differently and are arranged differently.

6. What is density? Mass per unit volume 

In the solid state, you cannot 
compress a substance or make it 
flow. It has a fixed shape as there are 
strong forces of attraction between 
the particles. The particles are only 
able to vibrate in a fixed position and 
only have a small amount of kinetic 
energy.

In the liquid state, you cannot compress a 
substance but you can make it flow taking 
the shape of the bottom of a container. This 
is because there are weaker forces of 
attraction between the particles so they are 
able to slide over each other. The particles 
have more kinetic energy than solid 
particles. 

In the gas state, you can compress a 
substance as the particles are far apart. 
Gases can flow and take the shape of the 
whole container because there are very 
weak forces of attraction between 
particles. The particles move randomly in 
all directions and have a high amount of 
kinetic energy. 

• The change of state from solid to liquids is melting. A substance 
melts at its melting point. Pure substances have sharp melting 
points.
• A substance changes from the liquid to the gas state by 

evaporating or boiling. A substance boils at its boiling point.
• The change of state from gas to liquid is condensing. 
• The change of state from liquid to solid is freezing.
• Some substances change directly from a solid to a gas. This is 

subliming.

•Diffusion is the NET movement of particles from an area of high 
concentration to an area of low concentration. 
•Diffusion is affected by temperature (the higher the temperature, the 

quicker the particles move), particle size (the smaller the particle, the 
quicker they move) and state (diffusion is quickest in gases, it doesn’t 
happen in solids as the particles are unable to move).
•Gas particles collide with the walls of their container causing gas 

pressure. The more particles in a given volume, the higher the 
pressure.
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Science - Biology

•Cells make up all living things (organisms). 
•Cells are so small, a microscope is needed to see them in detail.
•Specialised cells have changed their shape and structure so that they can carry out a particular job.
•Specialised cells include nerve cells, red blood cells, sperm cells, leaf cells, and root hair cells.
•Eukaryotic cells are complex cells that contain a nucleus (plant and animal)
•Prokaryotic cells are smaller cells and do not contain a nucleus (bacteria)

• The nucleus controls the cell, and contains genetic material (DNA) needed to make new cells.
• Respiration occurs in the mitochondria – this chemical reaction releases energy.
• Cytoplasm is where the chemical reactions in a cell take place.
• The cell membrane is a barrier that controls what moves in and out of the cell.
• The cell wall strengthens and supports the plant cell.
• The vacuole contains a watery liquid called sap which keeps the plant cell firm.
• Chloroplasts are where photosynthesis takes place in plant cells.
• Ribosomes are the site of protein synthesis
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Plant cells contain 
chloroplasts, have 

a permanent 
vacuole and have 
a cell wall around 
the membrane. 
Animal cells do 

not.



Spanish
El alfabeto – the alphabet

A Ah J Hota R Ereh

B Beh K Kah S Eseh

C Theh L Eleh T Teh

D Deh M Emeh U Oo

E Eh N Eneh V Ooveh

F Efeh Ñ Enyeh W Ooveh dobleh

G Heh O Oh X Ekis

H Acheh P Peh Y Ee gri-ehga

I Ee Q Koo Z theta

Silent ‘h’

‘que /qui’ = /keh / kee

‘ll’ = /y/

Ga / gue / gui / go / gu /
gah / geh / gee / goh/goo

ge/ gi
heh /hee

ja/je/ji/jo/ju
ha /hoh /hoo

ce/ci 
theh/thee

Za/ze/zi/zo/zu
thah/theh/thee/thoh/thoo

ca/co/cu
kah/koh/koo

‘v’ = ‘b’

Phonics



Spanish
Practise your phonics using this grid

Record yourself to see whether you sound the same as the teacher. You can access you 
teacher pronouncing those words via your Teams' group.


